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DOD's New Cyber Rules May Spur Contract Disputes
By Robert Metzger, Stephen Bacon and Alexandria Webb
(February 22, 2021, 4:17 PM EST)
Last year, the U.S. Department of Defense published an interim rule to establish
new methods for assessing contractor implementation of cybersecurity
requirements.[1]
The interim rule will require thousands of defense contractors to conduct at least a
basic assessment of their compliance with the 110 security requirements specified
by the National Institute of Standards and Technology Special Publication 800–171.
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The interim rule will prompt potential contact disputes, as could involve
terminations for default, payment reductions for noncompliance, challenges to
DOD cybersecurity assessments and monetary claims.
Contractors now are receiving solicitations and contracts with new Defense
Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement clauses 252.204-7019 and 252.2047020, which implement the new cyber requirements. Contractors should recognize
these potential areas of dispute.
Interim Rule Background
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Under the DFARS 252.204-7012 compliance clause, in place for several years,
contractors are to implement NIST SP 800–171 measures to provide adequate
security for their covered information systems that process, store and transmit
covered defense information.
Before the interim rule took effect, contractors had only to represent that they
would implement NIST SP 800–171 by submitting an offer on a contract that is
subject to the 7012 clause.[2]
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Under the new 7019 clause, however, to be eligible for award, offerors who are
required to implement NIST SP 800-171 must complete at least a basic assessment
of their information systems relevant to an offer and must submit a summary-level score of that
assessment to the DOD.

Summary level scores — e.g., 90 out of 110 — are posted in the supplier performance risk system, or
SPRS. A contractor that has not attained the maximum score of 110 must disclose the date that it
expects to achieve that score based on its current system security plan and its plan of action and
milestones.
The DOD contracting officers must check the SPRS to verify that contractors have a summary level score
that is current — not more than three years old — prior to contract award and prior to exercising an
option.[3]
Once a contract is awarded that includes the 7020 clause, the DOD may, at its discretion, conduct a
medium or high assessment of covered information systems that are subject to NIST SP 800–171.[4]
These are conducted by the Defense Contract Management Agency's Defense Industrial Base
Cybersecurity Assessment Center.[5]
Terminations for Default
A default termination is a drastic sanction that can have devastating consequences for contractors.[6] If
the termination is justified, the government may recover unliquidated progress payments, excess costs
to reprocure the same items or services, and other damages arising from the contractor's failure to
perform.
Noncompliance with NIST SP 800–171 could be grounds for the DOD to terminate a contract for default.
Should a severe cyber incident occur during contract performance, the DOD may investigate. The
DOD could determine that the contractor's actual cybersecurity was materially different from that
suggested by the score it posted on the SPRS.
Similarly, in the course of a medium or high assessment, the DOD might learn that a contractor has
poorer security than what it reported on the SPRS, or that it has failed to make progress to meet its
stated plan-of-action-and-milestones completion date.
In such event, the DOD might assert that a contractor's failure to implement NIST SP 800–171, as
required under the 7012 clause, is a failure to perform "any of the other provisions of th[e] contract"
under subsection (a)(1)(iii) of the standard default clause.[7]
There has been at least one reported case from the U.S. Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals, or
ASBCA, in which the DOD has terminated a commercial item contract for cause under FAR 52.212-4(m)
because the contractor allegedly failed to comply with NIST SP 800–171.
In Arcade Travel Inc., the DOD terminated three contracts for travel management services after a
cybersecurity investigation revealed that the contractor was not in compliance with NIST SP 800–171.[8]
The DOD also asserted an affirmative claim against the contractor seeking $311,700 in costs the DOD
incurred for credit monitoring services as a result of a related data breach that impacted the
contractor's information systems.
Although the ASBCA has not yet ruled finally on the case, Arcade Travel should alert contractors that
they can face significant consequences for failing to comply with NIST SP 800–171.
Contractors also could be terminated for default if the DOD learns that they misrepresented the state of

their compliance with NIST SP 800–171 at the time of award.[9] Fraudulent misrepresentations may
render a contract void from the inception and justify the government's decision to default the contract
and/or pursue False Claims Act allegations.[10]
Prime contractors are generally responsible for the performance of their subcontractors.[11] The DOD
lacks privity of contract with subcontractors, looks to prime contractors to flow down cyber
requirements and expects measures to determine that subcontractors have adequate security.[12]
This underscores the need for prime contractors to vet and select responsible subcontractors who
commit to and can demonstrate cybersecurity compliance.[13] If the DOD were to hold a prime liable
for the cyber faults of a subcontractor, one can expect the prime to seek redress from the sub under
cyber clauses that flow down or on indemnity theories.
Payment Reductions
Contracts that include FAR 52.232-16 — on progress payments — permit the contracting officer to
reduce or suspend progress payments if the contractor failed to comply with any material requirement
of the contract or if performance of the contract is endangered by the contractor's failure to make
progress.[14]
Where a contractor fails to comply with NIST SP 800–171 or fails to make progress toward its plan-ofaction-and-milestones completion date, a DOD contracting officer could demand corrective action and
threaten to or actually suspend, or reduce, the contractor's progress payments.[15]
The DOD also might attempt to unilaterally reduce the value of a contract on the basis that services
performed by a contractor were defective due to noncompliance with the 7012 clause.
Although it would be difficult to reasonably quantify the reduction in value attributable to the
noncompliance, the DOD might use that contractual remedy to penalize a contractor for failing to
comply with NIST SP 800–171.
Challenging Defense Industrial Base Cybersecurity Assessment Center Assessment Results
NIST SP 800–171 states 110 requirements, each of which is potentially susceptible to different
interpretations or varying applications. Accordingly, the risk is real that the government will disagree
with how a contractor addressed, and whether it is compliant with, particular cyber requirements.
Potentially, a contractor may contest the final result of a medium or high assessment at the ASBCA or
U.S. Court of Federal Claims under the Contract Disputes Act.[16] Such a challenge could proceed much
like a challenge to a contractor performance assessment report, or CPAR.
Precedent on CPAR cases suggests that the claims court and the ASBCA have CDA jurisdiction to
determine whether the contracting officer acted arbitrarily and capriciously in accepting or acting upon
an inaccurate and unfair performance evaluation.[17]
While the court and the ASBCA lack authority to direct the contracting officer, or the Defense Contract
Management Agency, to issue a specific assessment result, they can remand the matter to require that
the contracting officer follow the applicable regulations and provide the contractor the benefit of a fair
and accurate evaluation.[18]

Claims for Equitable Adjustment
The DOD's position, expressed many times, is that the 7012 clause has been included in defense
contracts, and flowed down, for years.[19]
The DOD is therefore unwilling to pay additional costs for cyber measures which, in their view, already
should have been accomplished by contractors who previously attested by their bids that they were in
compliance with the 7012 clause.
However, there are new requirements present in the new 7019 and 7020 DFARS clauses, and these will
not be present in contracts awarded before Nov. 30, 2020, the effective date of the interim rule.
Conceivably, contractors could seek equitable adjustment if the government imposes these clauses by
unilateral modification and where costs result that were not priced in the contract as awarded.
Relatedly, the government could demand cyber measures which are beyond that reasonably necessary
under a contractor's interpretation of the DFARS and NIST SP 800-171 requirements. This also could
generate contractor claims under the standard "Changes" clause included in all government
contracts.[20]
Similarly, the DOD should not seek to impose unilaterally the 7019 or 7020 clauses as a condition to
exercising an option on a contract awarded prior to the effective date of the interim rule.
Attempts by the government to alter the conditions of the contractor's existing obligations, for example
by adding the 7019 or 7020 clauses or other cyber demands, could invalidate its ability to exercise an
option.[21] This suggests that, if the DOD decides to add the new interim rule clauses to an existing
contract, it should do so by bilateral contract modification.
Conclusion
The interim rule imposes new and significant cyber obligations on thousands of defense suppliers.
Contractors should implement its requirements promptly and capably, accurately self-assess and submit
their cyber scores to the SPRS, stay on their plan-of-action-and-milestones schedule, and ensure that
internal documentation aligns with their SPRS submissions.
Contractors should never misrepresent their cyber status or overpromise when they will close known
gaps. Contractors should also take continuous measures to monitor and improve their security, because
the best way to avoid cyber compliance disputes is to have systems, practices and processes that will
avoid compromise, mitigate consequence and facilitate prompt reporting should a breach nevertheless
occur.
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